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The Secret History of Twin Peaks Flatiron Books
Once a promising young concert pianist, Camille Childs
retreated to her mother’s Santa Barbara estate after an
injury to her hand destroyed her hopes for a musical career.
She now leads a solitary life teaching piano, and she has a
star student: Graciela, the daughter of her mother’s
Mexican housekeeper. Camille has been grooming the
young Graciela for the career that she herself lost out on,
and now Graciela, newly turned eighteen, has just won the
grand prize in a piano competition, which means she gets to
perform with the LA Philharmonic. Camille is ecstatic; if she
can’t play herself, at least as Graciela’s teacher, she will
finally get the recognition she deserves. But there are only
two weeks left before the concert, and Graciela has
disappeared—gone back to her family’s village in the
mountains of Oaxaca, Mexico. Desperate to bring Graciela
back in time for the concert, Camille goes after her, but on
the way there, a bus accident leaves her without any of her
possessions. Alone and unable to speak the language,
Camille is befriended by Alejandro, a Zapotec man who
lives in LA but is from the same village as Graciela. Despite
a contentious first meeting, Alejandro helps Camille
navigate the rugged terrain and unfamiliar culture of
Oaxaca, allowing her the opportunity to view the world in a
different light—and perhaps find love in the process.
The Christmas Promise Cambridge University Press
One of Cosmopolitan's Best Romance Novels Ever Turns out that
reading nothing but true crime isn't exactly conducive to modern
dating—and one woman is going to have to learn how to give love
a chance when she's used to suspecting the worst. PhD candidate
Phoebe Walsh has always been obsessed with true crime. She's
even analyzing the genre in her dissertation—if she can manage to
finish writing it. It's hard to find the time while she spends the
summer in Florida, cleaning out her childhood home, dealing
with her obnoxiously good-natured younger brother, and
grappling with the complicated feelings of mourning a father she
hadn't had a relationship with for years. It doesn't help that she's
low-key convinced that her new neighbor, Sam Dennings, is a
serial killer (he may dress business casual by day, but at night he's
clearly up to something). It's not long before Phoebe realizes that
Sam might be something much scarier—a genuinely nice guy who
can pierce her armor to reach her vulnerable heart.
Just Don't Mention It Kensington Books

As owner of the most scandalous club in London, the last thing the
notorious Marquess of Roth wants is a wife. Keeping up his false
reputation as a rake brings in the clients with the deepest
pockets—money he needs to fund a noble cause. Even though
everything inside tells him not to leave his beautiful, innocent wife
behind at his country estate...he must. But three years later, tired of
her scoundrel of a husband headlining the gossip rags, Lady Isobel
Vance decides enough is enough. She is no longer a fragile kitten, but
as the anonymous author of a women’s sexual advice column,
she’s now a roaring tigress...and she can use her claws. Isobel
decides to go to him in London, channeling her powers of seduction
to make him beg to take her back. But she didn’t expect her
marauding marquess to be equally hard to resist. Now the game is on
to see who will give in to the other first, with both sides determined
like hell to win. Each book in the Regency Rogues series is
STANDALONE: * The Beast of Beswick * The Rakehell of Roth
Below the Edge of Darkness Entangled: Amara
"You're in our world now, Princess. You're ours." I don't belong
here. I'm the girl from the right side of the tracks--only in this
world, that makes me the enemy. And no one hates me more
than the Lost Boys. Beautiful. Dangerous. Cruel. They own this
school. And now they want to own me too. They promise to
protect me, but I know that's a lie. They want to break me,
they want to make me pay for my father's sins, and even
though I'm forced to accept their bargain to survive, I won't let
them win. If Bishop, Misael, and Kace think I'll break
easily...they better think again. Because even a princess can
grow claws. This is the first book in the Slateview High series,
a reverse harem bully romance. It contains mature themes and
is intended for readers 18+.

What Happens at Christmas Penguin
WINNER OF THE ORANGE PRIZE FOR FICTION 2012 Greece in
the age of heroes. Patroclus, an awkward young prince, has been exiled
to the court of King Peleus and his perfect son Achilles. Despite their
differences, Achilles befriends the shamed prince, and as they grow
into young men skilled in the arts of war and medicine, their bond
blossoms into something deeper - despite the displeasure of Achilles's
mother Thetis, a cruel sea goddess. But when word comes that Helen
of Sparta has been kidnapped, Achilles must go to war in distant Troy
and fulfill his destiny. Torn between love and fear for his friend,
Patroclus goes with him, little knowing that the years that follow will
test everything they hold dear.
I Love Jesus, But I Want to Die Simon and Schuster
The New York Times bestseller from the author of If I Stay
“Heartwrenching…If you are ready to be emotionally wrecked yet again, you
are in luck.” – Hypable A fateful accident draws three strangers together
over the course of a single day: Freya who has lost her voice while recording
her debut album. Harun who is making plans to run away from everyone he
has ever loved. Nathaniel who has just arrived in New York City with a
backpack, a desperate plan, and nothing left to lose. As the day progresses,
their secrets start to unravel and they begin to understand that the way out of
their own loss might just lie in helping the others out of theirs. An
emotionally cathartic story of losing love, finding love, and discovering the
person you are meant to be, I Have Lost My Way is bestselling author Gayle
Forman at her finest. “A beautifully written love song to every young person
who has ever moved through fear and found themselves on the other side.” –
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Jacqueline Woodson, bestselling author of Brown Girl Dreaming
Defy Me Penguin
USA Today Bestseller “Stellar…vibrant and witty writing.” – Booklist
“Another smart pairing and a genuinely romantic ending.” —Publishers
Weekly A sparkling new love story from a historical romance legend,
perfect for Bridgerton fans and readers of Sabrina Jeffries, Eloisa
James, and Grace Burrowes. In one life-changing windfall, Rosamund
Jameson goes from struggling shopkeeper to heiress—and co-owner of a
new business. Not only will her sudden fortune allow her to move her
millinery shop to fashionable London, but Rosamund will be able to
provide her younger sister with a proper entry into society. The only
hitch for resourceful Rosamund is her arrogant, infuriatingly handsome
business partner... Kevin Radnor is shocked that his late uncle, the
Duke of Hollinburgh, bequeathed half his company to a total
stranger—worse, a beguiling beauty who can only hinder his enterprise.
But Rosamund insists on an active, equal partnership, so Kevin
embarks on a plan: a seduction that will lead to a marriage of
convenience, giving Rosamund the social status she needs, and
guaranteeing him the silent partner he desires. Yet as this charismatic
gentleman sets his flirtation in motion, he begins to wonder who is
seducing whom—and if he can learn to share himself body and mind,
without losing his heart . . . “A book that hooked right into my
emotions and gave me what I wanted and needed from a story right
now.” —Smart Bitches, Trashy Books “Romance and mystery combine
to entertain.” —Fresh Fiction
Lost Boys Hachette UK
I might be a country girl from the same small town of
Sweetwater, Texas, as horse wrangler Roarke Frost, the girl next
door who knows him like few know him, but I didn't know
enough to save my heart. He's the reason why I left Sweetwater
behind. But now fate proves she loves a wicked twist and sends
me back to Sweetwater to pull together a Christmas festival—and I
run smack into the man again, quite literally. His body is pressed
to mine, his hands on my arms, and I'm melting like chocolate in
the sizzling Texas sunshine. And I run. I know it’s not exactly
respectable, but it works, just not for long. No matter how much I
try to get tangled up in Christmas, I end up tangled up in Roarke
instead—and the man has me feeling the heat of our attraction and
the warmth of our past friendship. He feels like Mr. Right, but
history says he’s Mr. Wrong. But if he wants a second chance,
Roarke Frost is going to have to work for it. He’ll need to prove
to me that this holiday is a season of new beginnings, the kind that
last forever. Each book in the Texas Heat series is
STANDALONE: * The Truth About Cowboys * Tangled up in
Christmas
Back in the Burbs She Writes Press
A prominent food scientist defends the use of raw milk in
traditional artisan cheesemaking. Raw milk cheese—cheese made
from unpasteurized milk—is an expansive category that includes
some of Europe’s most beloved traditional styles: Parmigiano
Reggiano, Gruyère, and Comté, to name a few. In the United
States, raw milk cheese forms the backbone of the resurgent
artisan cheese industry, as consumers demand local, traditionally
produced, and high-quality foods. Internationally award-winning
artisan cheeses like Bayley Hazen Blue (Jasper Hill, VT) would
have been unimaginable just forty years ago when American
cheese meant Kraft Singles. Unfortunately the artisan cheese
industry faces an existential regulatory threat. Over the past thirty
years the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has edged
toward an outright ban on raw milk cheeses. Their assault on
traditional cheesemaking goes beyond a debate about raw milk
safety; the FDA has also attempted to ban the use of wooden
boards, the use of ash in cheese ripening, and has set stringent
microbiological criteria that many artisan cheeses cannot meet.

The David versus Goliath existence of small producers fighting
crushing regulations is true in parts of Europe as well, where
beloved creameries are going belly-up or being bought out
because they can’t comply with EU health ordinances. Centuries-
old cheese styles like Fourme d’Ambert and Cantal are nearing
extinction, leading Prince Charles to decry the “bacteriological
correctness” of European regulators. The dirty secret is that
Listeria and other bacterial outbreaks occur in pasteurized cheeses
more often than in raw milk cheeses, and traditional processes like
ash-ripening have been proven safe. In Ending the War on Artisan
Cheese, Dr. Catherine Donnelly forcefully defends traditional
cheesemaking, while exposing government actions in the United
States and abroad designed to take away food choice under the
false guise of food safety. This book is fundamentally about where
and how our food is produced, the values we place on methods of
food production, and how the roles of tradition, heritage, and
quality often conflict with advertising, politics, and profits in
influencing our food choices.
In the Penalty Box Grand Central Publishing
An American intelligence operative, Steve Decker suddenly moves to
Santa Fe after a tragedy on his 40th birthday. There he finds peace of
mind and a beautiful, sensual woman named Beth Dwyer. Steve will
soon discover, however, that Beth harbors heinous secrets. Is she the
love of his life--or his most deadly enemy?
Be Mine Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers
"Full of fun, friendship and romance - a real escapist treat." - NYT
bestselling author Jill Shalvis In the first warm, funny and romantic novel in
the Girls Weekend Away series, four best friends embark on the ultimate
girls' getaway filled with hijinks and a sprinkling of romance. For any fan of
Bridesmaids and Sex and the City and readers of Jo Watson, Lauren Layne,
Joanna Bolouri and Cate Woods. When the cop... Tough-as-nails detective
Bonni Connolly is on a girls' getaway in Vegas with her friends, when Lady
Luck shines on her. Seizing the chance to treat them all, Bonni splurges on a
little luxury including a VIP booth in an exclusive club. That's when she sees
him. Meets the gambler... Professional poker player Quinn Bryant is in town
for one of the largest tournaments of the year. Fortune smiles on him when
he spots Bonni across the dance floor. But what starts as a holiday fling soon
turns into something more, as Bonni learns to see the man behind the poker
face. The stakes have never been higher. Even though Bonni's trip has an end
date and there is another tournament calling Quinn's name, their strong
connection surprises them both. And by the end of the weekend they start to
wonder if what happens in Vegas doesn't have to stay there... Each book in
the Girls Weekend Away series is STANDALONE: * What Happens in
Vegas * Meet Me In San Francisco * The Nashville Bet * A Match Made in
Monaco

The Song of Achilles A&C Black
From the co-creator of the landmark series, the story millions of
fans have been waiting to get their hands on for 25 long years.
The Secret History of Twin Peaks enlarges the world of the
original series, placing the unexplained phenomena that unfolded
there into a vastly layered, wide-ranging history, beginning with
the journals of Lewis and Clark and ending with the shocking
events that closed the finale. The perfect way to get in the mood
for the upcoming Showtime series.
The Perfectly Imperfect Match Entangled: Amara
As irresistible and dazzling as its Californian backdrop, Just Don't Mention It
is a companion novel to the Did I Mention I Love You trilogy from Estelle
Maskame, author of addicting Wattpad books, that explores Tyler's story—his
heart-stopping tale of past hurt, finding hope, and figuring out who the hell
he wants to be. Just between us, can love heal all wounds? At seventeen,
Tyler Bruce is hot – a hot mess. His girlfriend is a knockout, his reputation's
untouchable, parties are nothing without him. Even his car is unreal. But
inside Tyler is broken – and he'll stop at nothing to keep that a secret. Then
one big summer Eden comes to stay. She's upfront, sharp, and far more
enticing than a stepsister should be. She also sees straight through Tyler's bad
boy façade to the vulnerable kid within. The quiet kid who took all the
punches. As Eden draws Tyler in, his defenses start to crumble around him.
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In his past, vulnerability only brought him danger. But now, it might just bring
him everything he needs...if it doesn't break him. Books in the Did I Mention
I Love You series: Did I Mention I Love You? Did I Mention I Miss You?
Did I Mention I Miss You?

Extreme Denial Penguin
A powerful, engrossing story of a biracial heiress who escapes to
Paris when the Haitian Revolution burns across her island home.
But as she works her way into the inner circle of Robespierre and
his mistress, she learns that not even oceans can stop the flames of
revolution. Sylvie de Rosiers, as the daughter of a rich planter and
an enslaved woman, enjoys the comforts of a lady in 1791 Saint-
Domingue society. But while she was born to privilege, she was
never fully accepted by island elites. After a violent rebellion
begins the Haitian Revolution, Sylvie and her brother leave their
family and old lives behind to flee unwittingly into another
uprising—in austere and radical Paris. Sylvie quickly becomes
enamored with the aims of the Revolution, as well as with the
revolutionaries themselves—most notably Maximilien Robespierre
and his mistress, Cornélie Duplay. As a rising leader and
abolitionist, Robespierre sees an opportunity to exploit Sylvie’s
race and abandonment of her aristocratic roots as an example of
his ideals, while the strong-willed Cornélie offers Sylvie safe
harbor and guidance in free thought. Sylvie battles with her past
complicity in a slave society and her future within this new world
order as she finds herself increasingly torn between Robespierre's
ideology and Cornélie's love. When the Reign of Terror descends,
Sylvie must decide whether to become an accomplice while a new
empire rises on the bones of innocents…or risk losing her head.
What Happens in Vegas Entangled: Amara
Willow Figure skating was supposed to be my whole world. One unlucky
injury and I’m down...but I’m definitely not out. I just need to rehab—a
boatload of it. But who’d have thought I could do it on the boys’ hockey
team? Of course, the infuriatingly hot captain of the team seems to think I’m
nothing but sequins and twirls. Now the only thing a girl can do is put him in
his place. Game on. Brodie Hockey is my whole world. I’ve worked my tail
off getting my team in a position to win the championships—and impress
major college scouts. So what’s a guy to do when a figure skater ends up as
our new goalie? Of course, the distractingly sexy skater thinks I’m a
testosterone-laced bro with a competitive streak. But I’m almost certain
she’s just biding her time to heal, then she’s gone. Game over.
Under the Lights Golden Books
Winner of: The Pulitzer Prize The National Book Critics Circle Award The
Anisfield-Wolf Book Award The Jon Sargent, Sr. First Novel Prize A Time
Magazine #1 Fiction Book of the Year One of the best books of 2007
according to: The New York Times, San Francisco Chronicle, New York
Magazine, Entertainment Weekly, The Boston Globe, Los Angeles Times,
The Washington Post, People, The Village Voice, Time Out New York,
Salon, Baltimore City Paper, The Christian Science Monitor, Booklist,
Library Journal, Publishers Weekly, New York Public Library, and many
more... Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The
Great American Read Oscar is a sweet but disastrously overweight ghetto
nerd who—from the New Jersey home he shares with his old world mother
and rebellious sister—dreams of becoming the Dominican J.R.R. Tolkien and,
most of all, finding love. But Oscar may never get what he wants. Blame the
fukú—a curse that has haunted Oscar’s family for generations, following
them on their epic journey from Santo Domingo to the USA. Encapsulating
Dominican-American history, The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao opens
our eyes to an astonishing vision of the contemporary American experience
and explores the endless human capacity to persevere—and risk it all—in the
name of love.

The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao (Pulitzer Prize Winner)
Sourcebooks, Inc.
Racing breathlessly from uncharted CIA prisons to the
skyscrapers of Dubai, from stormbeaten oil rigs off the African
coast to the ancient caverns beneath the city of Naples, Marc
Dane returns in Exile, the explosive thriller from James Swallow,
the internationally bestselling author of Nomad. A vicious Serbian

gang whose profits come from fake nuclear weapons. A disgraced
Russian general, with access to the real thing. A vengeful Somali
warlord, with a cause for which he'd let the world burn. A jaded
government agency, without the information to stop him. Only one
man sees what's coming. And even he might not be able to prevent
it . . . At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Bring Me Their Hearts Entangled: Teen
Pitcher Dylan Dennings has his future all mapped out: make the minors
straight out of high school, work his way up the farm system, and get called
up to the majors by the time he’s twenty-three. The Plan has been his sole
focus for years, and if making his dreams come true means instituting a strict
“ no girls” policy, so be it. Lucy Foster, needlepoint ninja, big sister to an
aspiring pitcher, and chicken advocate, likes a little mayhem. So what if she
gets lost taking her brother to baseball camp...at her own high school? The
pitching coach, some hotshot high school player, obviously thinks she’s a
hot mess. Too bad he’s cute, because he’s so not her type. Problem is, they
keep running into each other, and every interaction sparks hotter than the
last. But with Dylan’s future on the line, he has to decide whether some rules
are made to be broken... Disclaimer: This book contains a crazy night of
moonlit skinny-dipping, a combustible crush, and kisses swoony enough to
unwind even the most Type A athlete. Each book in the Suttonville Sentinels
series is STANDALONE: * The Bad Boy Bargain * Swinging at Love * The
Perfectly Imperfect Match
Exile Zebra Books
This year for Valentine's Day, North Ridge Highis having a Most Romantic
Couple contest. Andthe competition is fierce. Will the prize go
tolongstanding couple Claudia and Chase? Or smittennew couple Celia and
Froggy? Or the winner mightbe Jennifer...who's not letting the fact that
shedoesn't currently have a boyfriend stand in herway!With comic mix-ups,
mismatched couples, mysterycarnations, and the Valentine's dance, this is
oneValentine everyone will want to get.
Lost in Oaxaca Forge Books
A Goodreads "YA Best Book of the Month" An Amazon "Best Book
of the Month: Science Fiction & Fantasy" Zera is a Heartless—the
immortal, ageless soldier of a witch. Bound to the witch Nightsinger,
Zera longs for freedom from the woods they hide in. With her heart in
a jar under Nightsinger's control, she serves the witch
unquestioningly...until Nightsinger asks Zera for a prince's heart in
exchange for her own. But if Zera's discovered infiltrating the court,
Nightsinger will destroy her heart, rather than see her tortured by the
witch-hating nobles. Crown Prince Lucien d'Malvane hates the royal
court as much as it loves him—every tutor too afraid to correct him and
every girl jockeying for a place at his handsome side. No one can
challenge him—until the arrival of Lady Zera. She's inelegant, smart-
mouthed, carefree, and out for his blood. The prince's honor has him
quickly aiming for her throat. Now it’s a game of cat and mouse
between a girl with nothing to lose and a boy who has it all. Winner
takes the loser's heart. Literally. The Bring Me Their Hearts series is
best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1 Bring Me Their Hearts
Book #2 Find Me Their Bones Book #3 Send Me Their Souls
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